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*LACUNY MULTIMEDIA ROUNDTABLE MEETING
MINUTES: 6/10/2005*
Present: LaRoi Lawton (BCC); Kenneth Schlesinger (LaGuardia); Lisa
Flanzraich (Queens); Julio Figueroa (Hostos); Eric Neubacher (Baruch);
Maria Molestina (Baruch);Jeffrey Clapp (City); Chris Mavergames (NY Tech)
Nominations for the re-election of Lisa Flanzraich and La Roi Lawton as
Co-Chairs for 2005-2006 were accepted. The vote was unanimous. Lisa and
LaRoi will continue to co-chair the Committee.
Our statement on the OLS website needs to be updated and expanded. Right
now, we are still listed as CECT. Committee members need to look at the
site and send in their changes and additions to Lisa who will edit them
into a draft.
Once we get our statement ready, all CUNY media websites can be linked
to it.
Baruch’s LACUNY Multimedia Roundtable contact and phone directory can be
mounted on the web once corrections have been made.
FALL WORKSHOP
The Fall Workshop will be held on Friday, October 21st, 2005. Baruch is
the most convenient and accessible location for most members’ travel
routes. Eric Neubacher will confirm on meeting there. The time is set
for 10 AM – 12 PM.
PRESENTATIONS:
* Old World Media and New World Media: Changed Ways of Seeing
(Lisa will give a talk on how our perceptions of mediated images
have changed dramatically over the past few decades.)
* Streaming Video in Blackboard
(LaRoi will give a talk on streaming video for classroom use. He
has experience digitizing World War I and World War II clips for a
history class.)
Other possibilities:
* Closed Captioning of older VHS’s: retrospective conversion project
at College of Staten Island. We can invite the vendor to talk.
* Gen Ed and Media Literacy (Bronx faculty member).
Most schools agreed that is was not common practice to loan their
materials outside of CUNY.
ILL forms are suitable for media lending and borrowing within CUNY.
All schools should ensure that the right cases should be returned with
the original materials to the lender.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Flanzraich

